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We show that galaxy redshift surveys sensitively probe the neutrino mass, with eV mass neut
suppressing power by a factor of 2. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey can potentially detectN nearly
degenerate massive neutrino species with massmn * 0.65sVmh2y0.1Nd0.8 eV at better than2s once
microwave background experiments measure two other cosmological parameters. Significant ov
exists between this region and that implied by the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector experim
and even mn , 0.01 0.1 eV, as implied by the atmospheric anomaly, can affect cosmologic
measurements. [S0031-9007(98)06410-2]

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 14.60.Pq, 98.62.Py
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Current neutrino experiments reveal anomalies reso
able by nonzero neutrino masses and flavor oscillation
The Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector direct detection
experiment suggestsnm to ne oscillations withdm2

me *

0.2 eV2 [1]. The deficit of m neutrinos in atmospheric
showers indicates mixing betweennm and another species
with dm2

mi , 1023 1022 eV2 [2]. Finally, the solar neu-
trino deficit requiresdm2

ei , 1025 eV2 (see, e.g., [3] for
recent assessments). These results are consistent
one to three weakly interacting neutrinos in the eV ma
range [4].

Cosmological measurements provide an independe
albeit indirect [5], means of determining neutrino mass
in the above-mentioned range. Massive neutrinos wou
produce a strong suppression in the clustering of galaxi
with even a 10% neutrino contribution making a 100%
difference in the power [6]. Detecting this suppressio
would measure the absolute mass of the neutrinos,
contrast to the mass splittings measured by the oscillati
effects described above.

While the general effect is well known, most work to
date has focused on a combined neutrino mass arou
5 eV, as this is the minimum needed to affect cosmolog
at the current observational sensitivities [7,8]. There a
three reasons why this situation is likely to change soo
First, evidence continues to mount that we live in a low
density universe (e.g., [9]). Since the cosmological effec
depend on the densityfraction supplied by neutrinos, our
sensitivity to the neutrino mass increases roughly in i
verse proportion to the density parameter. Second, t
cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments cu
rently under development should establish a cosmolo
cal framework (e.g., [10]) that is as secure as the stand
model of particle physics. The parameters left unspecifi
by the model may then be measured with confidence.
nally, upcoming high precision galaxy surveys such as t
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [11] should be able t
measure the total power on the relevant scales to,1%
accuracy. The combination of these developments im
plies that galaxy surveys will soon provide either an in
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teresting constraint on or a detection of the mass of t
neutrinos.

Although the effects of massive neutrinos are ve
large, variations in other cosmological parameters m
mimic the signal. Therefore, to qualify as a true detectio
all other aspects of the cosmology that similarly affe
the power spectrum must be previously or simultaneou
determined.

In this Letter, we evaluate the ability of galaxy survey
to distinguish between these possibilities and thereby m
sure the mass of the neutrinos. We establish the phy
cal basis of the measurement, evaluate the uncertain
caused by our ignorance of other aspects of cosmolo
and present the2s detection threshold in mass for SDSS
These results depend on two assumptions: that CMB obs
vations will confirm that structure forms through the grav
tational instability of cold dark matter, and that the galax
bias is linear, i.e., the galaxy power spectrum is propo
tional to the underlying mass power spectrum. The seco
assumption is relaxed in the concluding remarks.

Neutrino signature.—In a universe with the standard
thermal history [12], the temperature of the backgroun
neutrinos iss4y11d1y3 that of the CMB. This implies
Vnh2 ø Nmny94 eV for N massive neutrino species o
nearly identical massmn. Here and below,Vi is the
fraction of the critical density contributed by theith mat-
ter species (n  neutrinos,b  baryons,m  all matter
species) andH0  100h km s21 Mpc21. We assume this
thermal history and a power-law spectrum of initial adia
batic density fluctuations withPskd ~ kn throughout.

This initial power spectrum is processed by the gravit
tional instability of the fluctuations. The large momentum
of cosmological eV mass neutrinos prevents them fro
clustering with the cold components on scales smal
than the neutrinos can move in a Hubble time. Th
growth of the fluctuations is therefore suppressed on
scales below the horizon when the neutrinos become n
relativistic [6]

knr ø 0.026

µ
mn

1 eV

∂1y2

V1y2
m h Mpc21. (1)
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The small-scale suppression is given byµ
DP
P

∂
ø 28

Vn

Vm
ø 20.8

µ
mn

1 eV

∂ µ
0.1N
Vmh2

∂
. (2)

Galaxy surveys such as the SDSS bright red gala
(BRG) survey (assumed to be volume limited to
1h21 Gpc [11]) should measure the power betwee
s0.1 0.2dh Mpc21 to ,1%. A more detailed analysis
shows that only masses below

mmin ø 0.02sVmh2y0.1Nd eV (3)

make less than a2s change in the power spectrum
measured by the BRG survey.

As an example, we plot in Fig. 1 the power spectrum
with and without a single 1 eV massive neutrino specie
for an Vm  0.2, h  0.65 model (lower curves) and an
Vm  1.0, h  0.5 model (upper curves). The expected
1s error boxes from the BRG survey shows that th
two models are clearly distinguishable. For compariso
the difference between these models in the CMB pow
spectrum at degree angular scales is roughly 3% (1%) a
never exceeds 5% (4%) for multipoles, , 2000 for the
open variant of the low (high)V0h2 cases (cf. [13]).

Parameter degeneracies.—Although the suppression
of power caused by massive neutrinos is large, we mu
consider whether other cosmological effects can mim
this signal. The suppression begins atknr [Eq. (1)] and
approaches the constant factor of Eq. (2) at smaller scal
Many cosmological effects can produce the gross effe
of a change in the ratio of large to small scale powe
we must rely on the detailed differences between the
mechanisms in order to distinguish one from another.

We consider variants of the adiabatic cold dark matt
model. The power spectrum is then a function of th

k (h Mpc 
–1)
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FIG. 1. Effect of a 1 eV neutrino on the BRG power spectrum
compared with expected precision of the SDSS BRG surv
(1s error boxes, assumings8  2 for the BRGs). Upper
curves: anVm  1.0, h  0.5, Vbh2  0.0125, n  1 model
with and without a 1 eV neutrino mass. Lower curves: Th
same but for anVm  0.2, h  0.65 model.
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normalization A, tilt n, h, Vmh2, Vbh2, and Vnh2.
The spatial curvature, cosmological constant, and t
linear bias parameter are implicitly included through th
normalization [6]. We estimate the accuracy with whic
these parameters can be jointly measured from the SD
BRG survey using the technique described in [14]. He
the 6 3 6 covariance matrix of the 6 parameter estimate
is approximated by the inverse of the so-called Fish
information matrix F. Its elementsFij are obtained
by integrating s≠i ln Pd s≠j ln Pd over the rangekmin #

k # kmax discussed below, weighted by a function tha
incorporates the relevant aspects of the survey geome
and sampling density. Here the derivatives are wit
respect to theith and jth parameters, evaluated at a
fiducial model.

If a small variation in one parameter can be mimicke
by joint variations in other parameters, then one o
these functions≠i ln P can be approximated by a linear
combination of the others. This situation is referred t
as a parameter degeneracy,since it makesF nearly
singular and leads to extremely poor determinations (lar
varianceF21

ii ) for the parameters involved.
Clearly, the ability to estimate parameters comes on

from scales on which one has both precise measureme
and reliable theoretical predictions. On large scale
linear perturbation theory is accurate, but the surve
volume (about1h23 Gpc3 for the BRG survey) is limited;
hence kmin ø 0.005h Mpc21. On small scales, linear
theory fails neark ø 0.2h Mpc21. While we expect that
detailed data analysis will pushkmax to slightly smaller
scales by including mild corrections to linear theory, w
simply use the linear power spectrum for this work an
adopt kmax ø 0.2h Mpc21. We shall see that ifkmin &

knr & kmax, then the unique signature of massive neutrino
can be identified andmn measured.

The solid lines in Fig. 2 show the standard deviatio
of a measurement ofmn (or, equivalently,Vnh2) as a
function of kmax if all relevant cosmological parameters
are determined simultaneously from the SDSS BRG da
set. Consider first the lowVmh2 case (Fig. 2, bottom
panel). The standard deviation drops rapidly nearkmax 
0.05h Mpc21, well below the scale at which the neutrinos
begin to affect the power spectrum (see Fig. 1). If w
use only information fromk & 0.05h Mpc21, we find
that the neutrino signal can be accurately duplicated
variations in other parameters. For example, a change
normalization and tilt would be indistinguishable within
the BRG survey error bars. When considering small
scales, more subtle combinations still exist; these ne
degeneracies reduce the parameter sensitivity more th
100-fold. A similar situation occurs in the highVmh2

case (Fig. 2, top panel) but at a smaller scale [Eq. (1)].
If we possess external information on the other co

mological parameters, the situation improves dramatica
because parameters may no longer be shifted arbitrar
so as to mimic the neutrino signal. Indeed, upcomin
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FIG. 2. Standard deviationssmnd as a function of the upper
cutoff kmax for several different choices of prior cosmologica
constraints. Models are the same as in Fig. 1 and havemn 
1 eV. (a) High Vmh2: no priors, solid line; single prior of
ssVmh2d  0.04, dashed line; full CMB prior (see text), long-
dashed line. (b) LowVmh2: as in (a), save that the single prior
is ssnd  0.06, dashed line.

CMB anisotropy experiments should yield precise me
surements of cosmological parameters critical to this sit
ation. We therefore show the effect in Fig. 2 (long-dashe
curve) of placing CMB constraints on the cosmologica
parameters:ssln Ad  0.40, ssnd  0.06, ssVmh2d 
0.04, ssVbh2d  0.1Vbh2, andsshd  0.1, wheressid
denotes the standard deviation ofi. We view these con-
straints as quite conservative, since they are weaker th
those predicted for the MAP satellite [15,16] and ignore th
tight correlation between the marginalized error bars [17

Which one prior is most important depends upon th
fiducial model. For lowVmh2 models with small neutrino
fractions, one cannot accurately probe the scales on wh
the neutrino suppression is small sincekmin * knr . This
enables the tiltn to produce much of the desired effect
We show the error bars resulting from including only th
tilt prior in Fig. 2 (short-dashed line). While this is the
most important prior atkmax  0.2h Mpc21, the others
combined have a non-negligible effect.

For the highVmh2 case, one has precise measuremen
around knr , so that the onset of neutrino effects ca
be distinguished from tilt (cf. Fig. 1). However, altering
Vmh2 or h causesPskd to slide horizontally ( leaving the
largest scales unchanged); as one can see in Fig. 1,
is roughly degenerate with the neutrino effect. TheVmh2

prior is most important in this case; we show this situatio
in Fig. 2 (upper panel, short-dashed line).

We also test howssmnd increases as we double eac
prior in turn. The results change by more than a fe
percent only forVmh2 (20%) andn (10%) in the high
Vmh2 model and forn (40%) in the lowVmh2 model.

Results.—Given the confusion with variations in other
cosmological parameters, what is the minimum detectab
l
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neutrino massmdet? In Fig. 3, we show the2s detection
threshold [i.e.,mn  2ssmnd] assuming the CMB priors
given above,kmax  0.2h Mpc21, and a family of fiducial
models withVbh2  0.0125, h  0.5, andn  1. The
choice of a fiducial model does not amount to fixin
cosmological parameters; all parameters are determin
by the galaxy data or by the prior constraints.

With these choices, SDSS can detect the neutrinos if

mn $ mdet ø 0.65

µ
Vmh2

0.1N

∂0.8

eV . (4)

If the exponent here were unity, it would correspon
to a fixed fractional suppression of power [Eq. (2)
In practice, one does slightly better at largerVmh2yN
becauseknr [Eq. (1)] is larger and thus better resolved.

This result is fairly insensitive to changes in th
fiducial model or survey parameters. Choosingh  0.8
increasesmdet by 15% at lowVmh2; doubling the baryon
density does the opposite. Neither matters at highVmh2.
Altering n or A affects the answer very little. Reverting
from the deeper BRG survey to the main SDSS Nor
survey [11] increasesmdet by less than 25%.

As for the assumptions implicit in Fig. 3, only the prio
constraints on the tiltn in the lowV0h2 regime andV0h2

itself in the high regime are essential. We have tak
conservative priors from the CMB here and save a fu
joint analysis for future work [17]. Decreasingkmax to
0.13h Mpc21 increasesmdet by ,40% at largeVmh2 but
makes little difference at smallVmh2 (cf. Fig. 2).

Quasilinear evolution nearkmax presents a complication
to the analysis, but so long as the power spectrum c
be calculated as a function of cosmological paramete
through simulations or analytic approximations [18], th
need not necessarily degrade the parameter estimat
However, to the extent that evolution washes out featu
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FIG. 3. The 2s detection threshold formn from the SDSS
BRG survey as a function of the matter densityVmh2 for the
number of degenerate mass neutrinosN  1 3. We have used
h  0.5, Vbh2  0.0125, n  1, and kmax  0.2h Mpc21;
variations on these produce only mild shifts.
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in the power spectrum, degeneracies may appear that
not present in linear calculation. Hence, this issue mer
further investigation, although we view our choice ofkmax

as conservative. Fortunately, as shown in Fig. 2, pri
information from the CMB assists in making the result
robust against changes inkmax.

Our fundamental assumption is that the power spectru
of the galaxies is proportional to that of the underlyin
mass, i.e., that the galaxy bias is linear. This assumpti
is well motivated in the linear regime [19]. Bias that deve
ops a scale dependence as fluctuations become nonlin
introduces only moderate uncertainties because it does
accurately mimic the neutrino signature. Adopting the pr
scription of [20] [their Eq. (20)] and marginalizing over the
scale-dependence parameterb2 degrades the result in the
models of Fig. 2 by a factor of 2.5 implying a similar ef-
fect on the detection threshold of Eq. (4). The degradati
stems not from the presence of nonlinear bias but from o
ignorance of its amplitude. The latter can be constrain
by the scale dependence of redshift space distortions a
the relativebias of different galaxy populations. Peacoc
[21] determinesssb2d  0.01 for the relative bias of IRAS
and optical galaxies; bounding scale-dependent bias at
level would restore the limits of Eq. (4).

In summary, although galaxy surveys can measu
power to,1%, isolating the mass of the neutrino at2s

requires,50% power variations. In principle, this means
that a 50-fold improvement ofmdet to mmin [Eq. (3)]
would be available if other cosmological parameters we
known perfectly. While this is unrealistic, a measureme
with a precision ofssln Ad , 0.1 andssnd , 0.03 would
yield a factor of 2 improvement inmdet and is potentially
within reach of planned experiments.

For mn betweenmmin andmdet, the effects on the power
spectrum are significant yet cannot be robustly attribut
to massive neutrinos. As this brackets the mass ran
implied by atmospheric neutrinos, the possibility of
light massive neutrino species must be considered wh
measuring other cosmological parameters.

Massive neutrinos present an example where the gala
power spectrum provides cosmological information o
fundamental physics not available in CMB measuremen
but where CMB measurements are nonetheless needed
an unambiguous detection. This illustrates the comp
mentary nature of galaxy surveys and CMB anisotropie
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